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Nicolas Rondelli, Cap d’Antibes Beach Hotel new Chef
Reopening on April 2nd 2016, Cap d’Antibes Beach Hotel is delighted to welcome the Chef
Nicolas Rondelli to lead the cuisine of the famous gourmet restaurant Les Pêcheurs, in Cap
d’Antibes.

« I have always been passionate about cuisine »,
announced Nicolas Rondelli, after having added « My
grand-mother was a talented cook ». From his childhood
and obviously thanks to his Italian origins, he kept in mind
a cuisine basically Mediterranean, that he sublimes with his
own touch.
Born in Nice, Chef Nicolas Rondelli defines his cuisine like
a Mediterranean gastronomy combined with a hint of Asian
influences. That creates subtle culinary associations.

Former disciple of Alain Llorca and Francis Chauveau, he is
inspired by local treasures. He perfectly handles the
product transformation, always making sure to preserve
the genuineness of the ingredients.

Respecting local products and their seasonality, Nicolas
Rondelli offers a modern twist with an audacious and incredibly tasty cuisine. His dishes are cleverly
presented, awaking olfactory, gustatory and visual senses.

Nicolas Rondelli background :
After having studied at Paul-Augier Highschool in Nice, Chef Rondelli took a star-ed path. From
Chanteclerc (Hotel Negresco in Nice) where he worked with Alain Llorca, at La Réserve de Beaulieu
with Olivier Brulard, Les Pêcheurs with Francis Chauveau, the Grand Hôtel Cala Rossa in Corsica
and then in Grasse backcountry at the l’Hostellerie du Châteaux where he maintained the Michelin
star and joined after that, Jacques Chibois at La Bastide Saint-Antoine.
Now back in Cap d’Antibes, at “Le Pêcheurs” gourmet restaurant, where he drives this mythical
cuisine, gastronomic showcase of Cap d’Antibes Beach Hotel.

About Cap d’Antibes Beach Hotel:
Right on the water edge, this unique site of almost 2.5 acres is a famous address in Cap d’ Antibes.
With its terraces and private sandy beach, this is the perfect venue to unwind with friends or family.
It offers a large range of gourmet experiences with its gastronomic restaurant “Les Pêcheurs” (1
Michelin star) and its beach restaurant “Le Cap”.
Since May 2009, this idyllic setting has played host to a new Relais & Châteaux" property with 27
rooms and suites offering refined lines of contemporary architecture surrounded by Mediterranean
vegetation. Cap d’ Antibes Beach Hotel is getting bigger this year, extending to 35 keys including 8
new rooms and suites. Combined, both new suites Design and Executive constitute a 130 sq. meters
two bedroom suite, overlooking the Mediterranean Sea. This Double suite features a Jacuzzi, a
private access and an outstanding view over the Lerins islands, The 6 additional rooms also have
fantastic views over Cap d’ Antibes.
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